In this paper we address the problem of detecting Twitter bots. We analyze a dataset of 8385 Twitter accounts and their tweets consisting of both humans and different kinds of bots. We use this data to train machine learning classifiers that distinguish between real and bot accounts. We identify features that are easy to extract while still providing good results. We analyze different feature groups based on account specific, tweet specific and behavioral specific features and measure their performance compared to other state of the art bot detection methods. For easy future portability of our work we focus on language-agnostic features. With Ad-aBoost, the best performing classifier, we achieve an accuracy of 0.988 and an AUC of 0.995. As the creation of good training data in machine learning is often difficult -especially in the domain of Twitter bot detection -we additionally analyze to what extent smaller amounts of training data lead to useful results by reviewing cross-validated learning curves. Our results indicate that using few but expressive features already has a good practical benefit for bot detection, especially if only a small amount of training data is available.
Introduction
While at the end of the 90s digital communication was still handled exclusively via well-defined Internet protocols, a completely new form of communication has established over the decades using web-based technology: Social media. These are web-based platforms that allow users to pub-lish and exchange messages with each other after registration. These platforms are highly attractive: on the one hand, they establish a form of social community that enables people to enter into new relationships with each other or to maintain existing relationships. On the other hand, these platforms are designed in such a way that their users can easily find new content based on algorithmic recommendations.
Today, these social media platforms cover a wide variety of media. This work focuses on Twitter 1 -a service that enables the publication of short text comments.
As information and opinions are widely disseminated and exchanged via these platforms, the rise of social media as mass communication tools has increasingly attracted the interest of different actors who try to use social media as influencing factors. Businesses recognize the potential to advertise their products in this way at a very early stage, while political actors try to promote their views.
With the rise of such platforms to mass media and the desire to influence public perception and opinion, a comparatively new phenomenon has developed: The use of bots. In addition to normal human users, some social media platforms also feature computer programs that generate and provide content. This phenomenon has been found on Twitter as well as other social media platforms.
Some of these bots are indistinguishable from normal users on a superficial level. This is desired by their creators: Though there are legitimitate applications that justify the use of bots, bots are also used for malicious purposes. E.g. bots can be used for spamming to advertise products or for drawing attention to certain political statements.
As technical methods seem to make it possible to promote certain opinions, there exists at least a 551 theoretic danger that democratic processes might be in influenced by bots. Badawy et al., 2018 analyzes a set of Russian bots and how their information is picked up by American twitter users related to these bot accounts. Their research shows that information is introduced selectively into social media such as Twitter. Badawy et al., 2018 show that this information gets picked up and is spread -by users and other bots. The extent to which such influence can actually influence public opinion is not yet clear and requires further research. However, the very fact that such information is disseminated makes detecting Twitter bots an important issue to address.
Related Work
Detecting Twitter bots has been addressed as a research topic for quite some time. Wang, 2010 reconstructed a graph model based on crawled Twitter accounts and tweets exploiting follower and friend relationships. They use their data to implement a spam detection approach using classic Bayesian classication to distinguish between normal behavior from suspicious behavior on Twitter.
In 2012 a large scale classification study was conducted by Chu et al., 2012 to detect bots, humans and "cyborgs" in Twitter data. The term "cyborgs" is used here for accounts that are a symbiosis of humans and bots, making this a multinomial problem. Chu et al., 2012 used a dataset of 2000 manually classified Twitter accounts and achieved an accuracy of about 96% with a random forest approach.
Clark et al., 2015 uses a different approach. They not only crawl Twitter directly to extract tweets but additionally use data from a honeypot. They provided a setup with Twitter accounts being bots themselves. Twitter users following these accounts for no real reason are considered as being bots. Clark et al., 2015 focus on content of the tweets and use three different features to measure tweet similarity and hyperlinks. Based on this they propose a classifier to distingusish between "organic" and "robotic" texts achieving an accuracy of 90.32% of the "organic" and 95.2% of the "robotic" accounts. They additionally identify different behavior among these accounts indicating that there are several different classes of spammers and spam bots. Cresci et al., 2015 and Cresci et al., 2017 manually analyzed and annotated over 8000 ac-count data records and conducted an even more in depth analysis of the phenomenon of Twitter bots. Building a classifier they achieved an accuracy of 95% (Cresci et al., 2015) . In their 2017 paper they discovered a new generation of social bots being more sophisticated compared to bots already known. They improved their performance by using advanced clustering algorithms and a large set of 126 features and were able to detect up to 97.6% of Twitter bots on one of their data sets.
Newer work uses sophisticated machine learning techniques. Cai et al., 2017 detect bots by modeling users and their behavior using deep learning by focusing on topic, latent sentiment and temporal aspects. Their CNN-LSTM model learns from user content as well as user behavior. With this approach they achieve an F1 score of 88.30% percent for their deep learning model outperforming reference models based on content or behavior alone.
Efthimion et al., 2018 use an approach with support vector machines. They make use of the Levenshtein distance to detect similar posts for their classification approach. This is noteworthy, as we make use of Levenshtein distance as well, but in contrast to Efthimion et al., 2018 use it to detect similarities not among tweet content but on account level. (See below.) Efthimion et al., 2018 use the same data as we use in our work and achieve and accuracy of 95.77% (which we outperform in our work). Lundberg et al., 2018 provide two classifiers that are used to not only build an offline classifier, but a system that performs online analysis of tweets as they emerge from the Twitter community. They achieve an accuracy of about 98%.
Contribution and Outline

Research Questions
According to the importance of social media and Twitter bots outlined in the introduction, the following scientific questions arise regarding the recognition of Twitter bots:
• Is it possible to detect bots at account level only, without taking into account the content provided by these accounts?
• Does bot detection benefit from content analysis?
• Is it possible to reliably detect bots in a way that avoids language-specific features?
• Creating training data for bot detection is difficult. How large does such a data set have to be in order to achieve useful training results for machine learning? Can a small data set be sufficient?
4 Methodology
Considerations about Bots and Humans
Our approach to identifying Twitter bots is based on the assumption that bots are fundamentally different from humans in some aspects. Our consideration is that two categories should be distinguished here:
• Technical differences
• Purpose-related differences
Technical Differences
Due to the fact that bots are computer programs, they are not subject to certain human limitations.
Computer programs can act instantly in contrast to humans who need time to reflect and are often occupied with other tasks of daily life and work. It can therefore be assumed that human behaviour is different from bot behaviour with regard to timing and the orientation of published content. Our considerations are also based on the assumption that it is difficult for computer programs to imitate human behaviour. While it is possible to simulate human inadequacies, for example by delaying reactions, it would be difficult for bots to accurately mimic human behavior: This would require extensive statistical analysis of the behaviour of Twitter users. We can therefore assume that bots are created using simpler methods, such as random temporal behaviour, which only resemble human behaviour at first glance.
Purpose-Related Differences
Bots have clear objectives, for example spreading political messages or references to products. Bots bring specific content to attention, hashtags, URLs. So they have some kind of "agenda" which should be able to be exploited to some extent in general.
It should be noted here that the fact that we and other researchers are able to identify bots quite reliably clearly shows that these assumptions are not unfounded.
Dataset
Our work is based on the MIB dataset (Cresci et al., 2017) , which contains 8375 annotated Twitter accounts.
• 3473 accounts -humans 
Baseline
In the next sections we lay out our feature extraction and machine learning process. In order to compare our results with a baseline we reimplement one of the machine learning classification systems described in Kudugunta and Ferrara, 2018 . This classifier is quite a high baseline as it performs very well and is -to our knowledge -the current state of the art.
Feature Extraction
For building a machine learning classifyer we require a matrix of feature values for training and -later on -classifying unseen test data. So in a first first step we extract a variety of features from the Cresci et al., 2017 datasets. These features are discussed in the next subsections.
Account Based Features
The first group of features is derived from account metadata. Our simple user profile features directly reflect values the Twitter API provides about users. We additionally derive features with some processing from the screen and user names.
Some of the features are self explanatory or explained by the Twitter API documentation. 2 Nevertheless some of these features require additional discussion.
• Simple user profile features: We hypothesize that metadata from the user profile provides valuable information about the user account. Some of this data is generated by • User profile name features: User and screen names are very much subject to a user's choice. Therefore we hypothesize that it provides valuable information that helps to distinguish bots from humans. These features include:
screen name length: The length of the screen name provided by a user. We use some features that are closely related to the screen and user names of accounts. In particular, we determine which of the 105 Unicode code groups an account uses in the screen and user names. This is reflected in the categorical features user name unicode group and screen name unicode group where we have one feature for every Unicode code group. The rationale behind this feature is that humans tend to be quite creative in their choice of names and sometimes tend to pick characters completely unrelated to the alphabet of their own language. By comparing occurrences of characters in various Unicode code groups we take this behaviour into account.
Furthermore we want to make use of possible differences between an account's screen name and user name. We model this by calculating the respective Levenshtein distance (Levenshtein, 1966) . We observed that bot accounts tend to choose user names and screen names that are similar, while humans can be more creative in this respect.
Content Based Features
We derive additional features from the content a user provides.
For that purpose we tokenize the tweets. We tokenize by breaking the tweet text at a variety of spaces and punctuation such as commas, colons, exclamation marks, brackets and similar characters that are commonly used in sentences. This tokenization respects characters occuring in emojis as well. While tokenization in itself is not entirely language agnostic, these heuristics should nevertheless work for a fairly large set of (Latin script) languages.
Then we can extract features based on these tokens. Other features are directly derived from the metadata of tweets.
• Behavioural features: We hypothesize that the tweeting behaviour of bots and humans should exhibit differences. We model this behaviour by calculating statistical properties from the data such as minimum, maximum, average, mean, median, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis, and others.
time between retweets (distributional feature): This set of features models time between retweeting activities of an account.
time between tweets (distributional):
This set of features models time between tweeting activities.
tweet rate (average tweet rate): The average number of tweets per day
• Core content features: We hypothesize that some aspects of intention and emotions can be derived from a tweet's content. The following features honor this in a language independent way.
emojis classic (distributional feature): See below. detects sequences of question marks and exclamation marks. These are also often used for affirmation to give special weight to what has been expressed in a tweet. We want to model this aspect.
We assume that a precise sentiment analysis of the twitter text is not available for all languages tweets could be written in. Nevertheless, we want to extract and use emotional aspects from the content. In order to model some basic aspects of emotion we detect various different sets of emoticons here. The extraction is pattern based and derived from public emoticon collections as provided by Wikipedia. The four emoji features above are distributions derived on individual occurrences of emojis in single tweets.
Feature Groups
Based on these features we build sets of different features for use in different machine learning ex-periments.
For reasons of getting a more detailed understanding about the performance of various feature sets we group all behavioral features to a feature set named tweet-behav, all tweet content related features to a set named tweet-cont and all account related features to account. We use account-lev as a feature set that only includes the Levenshtein distance between user and screen names to test this feature specifically.
As we want to compare our work to Kudugunta and Ferrara, 2018 we reimplented all their account features mentioned in their paper. We later on refer to this feature group with k f reimpl.
Our own feature group all contains almost all features described above leaving out only four minor features as they don't seem to improve the quality of our classifier: Information about the default profile, location, the content of the "protected" field and information about user background image.
Results and Discussion
We generate feature matrices based on different sets of features as described in section 4.5. This data is normalized by scaling each feature to the unit interval and then used to train and evaluate different machine learning models.
To evaluate the performance of our machine learning classifiers we separate our dataset into a training and validation set by an 80:20 ratio using (deterministic) random selection provided by the scikit-learn framework (Pedregosa et al., 2011) .
We have experimented with classical methods such as Logistic Regression 3 , Support Vector Machines 4 , Random Forests 5 and Multi-layer Perceptrons 6 . The best results were achieved with Ad-aBoost 7 (Freund and Schapire, 1999) . Since the training labels are not fully balanced, we follow Kudugunta and Ferrara, 2018 and resampled the training data using SMOTE-ENN (Lemaître et al., 2017) .
By using AdaBoost with SMOTE-ENN we achieve the results displayed in table 1. Figure 1 contains some of the corresponding ROC curves.
The and tweet-cont contains all content features. Our experiments show that neither feature set is able to achieve sufficiently good results, as there is a large number of false positives. It turned out that using the Levenshtein distance as a feature provides a considerable benefit. It is the most informative feature in the account feature set, followed by geo enabled, statuses count, user name length, screen name length and features related to account metadata, such as default profile, favourites count and profile use background image.
In order to get an idea of how well this feature performs we conducted an experiment using it as the only classifier. We found that by using only this features alone (the account-lev feature set) it is possible to achieve an accuracy of 0.8611.
In order to compare our system we reimplemented a classification system as described by Kudugunta and Ferrara, 2018, where AdaBoost with SMOTE-ENN is used to get excellent results. However, although we use the same dataset and the same features, we were not able to achieve the same results. We assume the reason for this is that the exact selection of their training data is unknown to us. For our own analysis we divide the gold standard data using deterministic random selection. Depending on the exact nature of this random selection, it is understandable that each trained system based on this selection will be slightly different and the evaluation results will therefore vary slightly. With our feature set including features that address the tweet content as well as the the meta data, the unicode groups, the emojis in the content, the user and screen names as well as the the Levenshtein distance between both names we achieved a comparable accuracy of 0.9881 and ROC-AUC value of 0.9959. (For details see table 1.)
Further Experiments
In order to estimate the influence of the amount of training data on the quality of such a classifier, we conducted additional experiments and calculated learning curves for several of our systems.
To achieve representative results we use fivefold cross-validation here. Our data set contains the manually tagged data of the 8385 accounts. Therefore 1677 records will be used for validation and 6708 data records remain for training. Figure 2 displays learning curves for some of our classifiers, all based on AdaBoost. Targeting one of our research questions understanding if smaller amount of training data could be sufficient for building classifiers we extracted upper left areas of some of our learning curves and present them in figure 2. These results indicate that even if data about only a very limited set of Twitter accounts would be available for training bot detection should be possible though -of course -it would not achieve the very best results. As each account in our data set in average provides 607 tweets this seems to be already a sufficient basis to learn from for practical applications.
Conclusion
In this paper we addressed the problem of detecting Twitter bots. For easy reuse of our system we extracted various language-agnostic features including account specific features such as comparing screen name and user names as well as behavioural specific features modeling latent temporal aspects of tweeting. We have shown that with AdaBoost and SMOTE-ENN we can achieve a precision of up to 0.9969, an accuracy of 0.9881 and an AUC-ROC value of 0.9959. Additionally we calculated learning curves of several of our approaches in order to understand the impact a smaller amount of data might have on training of classifiers. We concluded that patterns existing in the data emerge quite soon during training. For practical approaches already a set of a view thousand data records will be sufficient for training. Our data set consisted of 8385 manually classified records. This is sufficient data for training classification systems of good quality.
Future Work
Naturally bot developers will pick up on results of researchers and improve their implementations of bots in order to perfect their disguise. Classifiers training on existing data might not work as well in future experiments on real data as bots could produce tweet content in such a way that is misleading for existing classifiers. Tweeting behavior could be modeled in such a way that it is less distinguishable from real users. Future research should focus on addressing these aspects closely. 
